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VISION 
To impart quality technical education for developing competent electrical engineers capable of accepting 

challenges of the modern society 

 
MISSION 

M1. To provide an adoptive academic environment with a continuous motivation to budding electrical 
engineers for making them academically excellent and technically competent having good managerial 

skills to fulfill the expectations of industries for developing sustainable solutions. 
 

     M2. To work for all round growth of students having good moral values in a dedicated manner. 
 
      M3. To inculcate a sense of responsibility among the students for well being of the society 

 
  PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES (PEOS) 

Graduates of Electrical Engineering shall have sound technical knowledge and all round personalities 
ready to pursue high level career in industries and academics. 

 
Graduates of Electrical Engineering shall have broad based trainings to cater to the requirements of 

modern electrical industries and ready for working as electrical consultants. 
 

Graduates of Electrical Engineering shall have sensitivity toward global environmental issues and 
sustainable development through use of renewable energy sources. 

 
 
 

PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOS) 
The Department of Electrical Engineering will prepare the students to have:- 

 
Technical and managerial skills necessary to enter careers in design, application, installation, 

manufacturing, testing, operation and/or maintenance of electrical systems. 
 
 

     Knowledge of information technology skills including word processing, spread sheet, power    
     point presentation, electrical system simulation, computer programming, internet/library research and 

electrical CAD drawing encouraging and increasing one’s abilities for lifelong learning. 
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ARTICLE SECTION 

 
ARTICLE : 1 

 
IS NEGATIVITY OVERPOWERING POSITIVENESS? 

 
 

            As humans, anything negative catches our attention faster. 
          It is the human tendency to get attracted towards anything that seems not so conventional to us. 
          While each one of us talk about being positive even in the hardest times, we ourselves know how              
          difficult it is to control our own emotions. Each time that we try to begin our life freshly, a bundle            
          of thoughts overpowers our minds. Overpowering unknowingly has become a daily part of our             
          lives. E.g.- My heart says I still want to wait for the person who left me but my mind says move             
          on, I ended up listening to the mind; My mind overpowered my heart. I want to give my life a    
          whole new direction but those 'what if' questions eventually held me back; My doubts overpowered          
          my will. The concept of overpowering makes much sense to me now. But sometimes, those pre-  
          occurring thoughts might save you from hurdling towards the wrong direction. Also sometimes,    
          the thoughts do not let you to move forward in life, you're just stuck there. There's a proverb that    
          says, "you will never follow your own inner voice until you clear up all the doubts in your mind."   
          Life is all about having your own perceptions. Nothing and nobody can help you overcome the      
          negative thoughts but yourself. 
         Andhere ko andhera nahi, sirf roshni mita sakti hai... 
         It states that darkness cannot drive out itself, only light can do that. Wow! This line helps me to                  
         remember that only positive mindset can help you drive out the negativity. 

 
                 
 

  Written by:_ 
                                                                                               :_Parmita Hendre 

                                                                                                   :_3rd year ( EE) 
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POETRY SECTION 

 
PARAGON OF HEAVEN 

 
 

 
                                                       I'd seen 
                                                      The pain in your eyes 
                                                      They were all solemn and despised 
                                                      The sorrow behind your smile; 
                                                      As if they just wanted a halt for a while 
                                                      The agony behind your laughter 
                                                      Your lips just wanted to stuck there after 
                                                      The anguish behind every grin 
                                                      So far so struggling they've been 
                                                      The exhaust behind your vigour 
                                                      Still, you manage somehow doing with rigour 
                                                      The depth behind your calmness 
                                                      How disciplined even your anger is! 
                                                      The extent behind each word 
                                                      Why do they always have to remain uncured? 
                                                      The pureness in your intentions 
                                                      Even if they seem to indulge in contravention; 
                                                      Just imagining, how complicated this life must be! 
                                                      Still like a paragon of heaven you rise up Between the Devil and  
                                                      The Deep Blue Sea 
 

 
                                                                    
                                                                      Written by:_ 

                                                                                     :_Parmita Hendre 
                                                                                     :_3rd year ( EE )        
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ART SECTION 

 

 
                                                                   Sketched by:_ 
                                                                                          :_Dhanashree Satpute                        
                                                                                                                   :_4

th
 year ( EE )      
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MOTIVATIONAL QUOTES 

 
 

 "To live a creative life, we must lose our fear of being wrong."  

                                                                                                --Anonymous 

 "If you are not willing to risk the usual you will have to settle for the  
          ordinary."  
                                                                                                --Jim Rohn 
 

 "Things work out best for those who make the best of how things work out." 
                                                                           
                                                                                                 --John Woode 
 

 "Trust because you are willing to accept the risk, not because it's safe or 
certain."  

                                                                                               --Anonymous 
 
 

 "Take up one idea. Make that one idea your life--think of it, dream of it, live 
on that idea. Let the brain, muscles, nerves, every part of your body, be full 
of that idea, and just leave every other idea alone. This is the way to 
success."  

 
                                                                                             --Swami Vivekanand 
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